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I am Brims-AFK, multi-term president of the Buttstories community. This small yet bountiful
community has been closely following the rene-political sphere and is elated to receive the news
of this update. It is with both a proud heart and a cautious spirit that I come here on behalf of this
organization to give my full endorsement for Tiberian Technologies. It seems that as we advance
into a bold new renefuture we must be unified in our attempts to beat back the haxing aggressors.
But with this endorsement also comes a heavy hand of recommendation. 

There are many issues which still need to be addressed as we take these bold steps forward.
Most paramount of these is maintaining the dignity and upholding the identity of the Chem
Trooper, a sacred and beloved character unit amongst my electorate. Many times I have felt my
pulse racing as I executed an early game chem rush on GDI's infantry barracks. Yet these are
dangerous times for the noble chem trooper, and their numbers are fast dwindling in the face of
overwhelming hostility by snipers and APCs alike. 

Another issue of central importance to my community is the absolute necessity of taking the point.
In order to achieve total victory, one must be willing to lead the squad into it--Buttstorians have
always recognized the power of Alt+2 even among the temptation to Alt+8. For this reason, we
urge Tiberian Technologies to take the point. We need the point.

We support the pointfix insofar as it discourages the cowardly of act of tanksneirping, or
tanksniping as it is known in this region of the renecommunity. You're either with the tanksneirpers
or against them, and we stand firmly in opposition to these terrorists and hope that you will join
our coalition of the willing in bringing their movement down.
 
Once again, on behalf of the Buttstories community, we wish you best of luck in your endeavours.
May your games be chem-filled and hax-free!

-President Commodore Rumforger J. Brimsley (Brims-AFK) the Third Esq.
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